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What kind of model would be appropriate for the kind of critical understanding

outlined in the previous chapter? In what ways should we think about the

contextualized interactivity of science and public? How can we reframe our

understanding of popular science to take into account the way it is constituted by

the struggles around it? What follows is not so much an answer as a speculative

suggestion.

From the history given in the first four chapters we can see that:

1 Popular science generates different meanings. Not only do these mean-

ings change over time, but alternate meanings will co-exist at the same

historical conjuncture. We have seen, for example, how in the formative

period of the early nineteenth century it took on radical, religious or

utilitarian aspects. Later it was to be a vehicle for technological utopi-

anism, a wide variety of Darwinisms, and the popularization of efficiency,

rationality and modernity. Finally, we saw how it might also be asso-

ciated with counter-cultural critiques of technocracy, a search for mystical

enlightenment and the postmodern interest in uncertainty, instability and

ambivalence.

2 These meanings can be linked to political and social struggles. We could,

for example, point to the ‘legal ideology of science’ and its search for a

technological fix to social problems, or to the dissemination of ‘useful

knowledge’ as a way to ensure social stability. Later, the triumph of

scientific naturalism would mark the triumph of the professionaliza-

tion of science, and the subsequent demands for efficiency and planning

would see a shift in focus, from the state promoting science to science



promoting the state. Oppositional voices might be heard in the demand for

‘really useful knowledge’ and in the concerns for responsibility and public

accountability.

3 In these struggles popular science is a form of mediation between public

and experts. The ‘invention’ of popular science in the early nineteenth

century helped define science by excluding the public. The legitimation of

knowledge by an appeal to experience would be replaced by legitimation

through an appeal to expertise. The professionalization of expertise would

entail the redefinition of popular science as that science which is ‘popular-

ised’. In a modern ‘disembedded’ society the function of such populariza-

tions is to build a sense of trust between experts and public. However,

scientists have been the victims of their own success. The distancing that is

needed to maintain their authority is the very thing which undermines their

legitimacy in the eyes of the public.

Furthermore, this history invites us to reframe current concerns about the

public understanding of science (Chapters 5 and 6) such that:

4 In studying popular science our concern should be with meanings not

information. The dualism of two cultures is inadequate and divisive.

Although there is no clear and generally accepted definition, the reasons

given for scientific literacy shape the definitions of scientific literacy.

Consequently, the dominant model of science communication is itself a

legitimation of science and as such should be an object of critical study.

A more critical understanding of science in public (CUSP) would entail a

shift in attention from the transfer of information to the construction of

meaning.

It is in picking up this final point and considering what might be an

appropriate way of thinking about CUSP that we move into a more speculative

realm. The traditional view of popularization sees science as a gift to be

handed over like a package or, as Bucchi describes it, ‘a conception of public

communication of science as benevolent alms-giving’ (1998: 2). In the previous

chapter we saw how this unidirectional linear model has been challenged and

what might be called a second generation of models proposed which emphasize

the two-way process of dialogue and engagement. What I want to suggest now

is a third generation model which can go beyond this passing back and forth of

information to think in terms of contextualized interactivity and so be able

to give a critical account of the construction, proliferation and negotiation of

meanings.
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